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No Hidden Extras 

 

Teardrop Flags, Feather Flags & Wind Flags 

Will your flag be used in a windy or sheltered location? 

Some flags are more suitable in light winds so make sure when you compare products, you check 

the mph the flag is best suited to.  Some flags are also suitable for indoor use but usually you 

should choose a small pole height for this. 

Does the quoted price include everything you need to erect your flag? 

On first look, many online flag options look very good value only to discover that vital parts you 

need such as poles and a base are not included in the price you see.  Our top tip is to add 

everything you need for your flag purchase to the shopping cart and then compare prices. 

 

Do you need a pole carry bag? 

Some flag kits include a pole carry bag.  In Strictly Banners case, where we provide a bag, it is free 

of charge in the price.  When comparing flag prices you should factor bags into your decision. 

Single sided or double sided print? 

PVC banner material looks more professional but can also curl a little at the sides.   

• Single sided flag print shows in reverse on the other side – it is not a positive image 

• Double sided flag print has a positive image on each side of the flag 

Make sure that you are being quoted for double sided print and that the fabric used is blockout. 

Fabric Type 

Don’t be afraid to ask a flag supplier what gsm (weight) fabric their flags are printed on.  There are 

some very cheap flags available and it is an industry where you get what you pay for. 

Pole Heights and Flag Sizes 

With so many height options available, it can be confusing.  Check for pole height and printed flag 

dimensions to make any comparisons.  Companies may describe their products in the same way but 

often the reality is different. 

Does the hardware have a warranty? 

It is unlikely that the print will be covered by warranty but most hardware has a warranty period. 

How long will it take to receive the banner? 

Flags use dye sublimation print and are finished with sewing to the flag and sleeve so are normally 

take around 5 working days to dispatch from receiving and approving artwork.  Strictly Banners 

offer an express service also. 

  

 

   


